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Chapter 2914
George Han is actually very confused, but George Han blamed himself more for his
injuries, so he encountered some external troubles, and was just a little confused for a
while.

But when he heard the words of Devil Dragon, George Han couldn’t help frowning.

Could it be that there is something else hidden in this matter? !

“That divine light, let alone your physical injury, even in your heyday, what can you do?”
Molong laughed.

“Shenguang?” George Han frowned, and his whole body was lost in thought.

What does Shenguang mean? What’s more, in the state of his heyday, why can’t he
stop it? If this is from someone else, even the humble George Han would dismiss it.

After all, George Han not only possesses the power of chaos, but also the heart of the
dragon race stores the majestic aura in the Eight Desolation Book of Heaven. The body
is protected by a golden body, and the blood of the gods can withstand all poisons, what
kind of things. George Han can’t hold it? !

But if the words came from the mouth of the devil dragon, the meaning would be
completely different.

At his level, he must have his reason.

“Could it be that Lu Ruoxin asked Lu Wushen for help, and put the light in your mouth in
the body of the senior sister?” George Han said.

“This divine light is very fierce, but you have fought with the two true gods. I can be sure
that this divine light does not come from the two, and there is a huge difference between
them.” The dragon shook his head.

“It’s not Lu Wushen, nor from the Ao family. Wang Shuzhi is not a true god either. Who
would be the god of light? Could it be that there are other true gods in this world that
fail?” George Han wondered. road.

“In theory, it should be impossible. There will be a new successor for each true god after
the fall, and the three will always be three, unless…” Speaking of this, the magic dragon
frowned.

“Unless…” George Han was also thoughtful: “Unless, the world of eight directions is
clearly the world after the fault.”



“Before the fault, there may be other gods in this world, but for various reasons, they
They chose to hide, and even gave the world to the three true gods they chose to
manage, and have maintained this tradition!”The

dragon nodded heavily: “That’s right.”

“Anyone will be baptized by Heaven’s Punishment before he becomes a god, and this
kind of movement is extremely huge, and there are such people. , The status of the
three true gods will be threatened. Just like you, will they easily let you go?” At

this point, George Han also nodded and agreed very much.

It is precisely because of this that the possibility of a new true god is very small, but the
so-called fault, which basically coincides with George Han’s previous conjecture, and
constantly verifies its existence from the side.

“It seems that Lu Ruoxin is not easy.” Thinking of this, George Han couldn’t help sighing.

If there is really another true god besides Lu Wushen behind her, this is definitely not
good news for George Han.

The last time the two true gods were fought against the two true gods in the trapped fairy
valley, although George Han was neither victorious nor defeated, he also knew that
although the two true gods were said to be two, they were actually close to each other. ,
One plus one is even less than one, so it can have that record.

“Although outsiders brag about you, you have to be clear. Once we have a good guess,
you will face two true gods working together.” Molongdao

George Han shook his head: “Actually I don’t worry about the two true gods.
Cooperation, although Lu Ruoxin has never revealed anything, but I know she is an
ambitious woman, so it is impossible for Lu Wushen to know the true god behind her.”

“I’m just worried if this true god is really before the fault. The existence of, then how
terrifying his strength will be?”

“It’s just a divine light, and it was passed to me through Qin Shuang. It’s so weak, but I
can’t resist it!”

George Han murmured. .

“Could it be him?” Suddenly, George Han frowned.

But if it’s him, this doesn’t seem to explain it again, right? !

“What are you talking about?” The Devil Dragon couldn’t help but whispered in
confusion.



Chapter 2915
“An old man I met on the top of Qishan Mountain.” George Han said.

Among the people he met, only the sweeping old man gave George Han a mysterious
feeling. If he was a true god before the fault, George Han would most likely believe it.

After all, he taught the Skyfire Moon Wheel, and he can even teach Lu Ruoxin the
common people and eternal life. The most important thing is that after his death in Flint
City, he can actually resurrect himself, and his body is still a terrifying immortal level. .

Who can do such a thing? Apart from him, George Han probably can’t think of anyone
else.

Therefore, after having guessed about the fault, George Han thought that this old man
might be a master who had existed before.

But if he is the true god behind Lu Ruoxin, then what does he teach himself Skyfire
Moon Wheel and Epee Wufeng? Purely adding a team player to Lu Ruoxin?

Or do they have full confidence to make themselves effective, so they strengthen
themselves in advance? !

Sleepy Immortal Valley, Sleepy Dragon Mountain, everything is his arrangement? Only
for the ultimate purpose, introduce yourself into Burning Bone City?

But what is the purpose of doing that? !

But the Eight Desolation Books are interspersed in the middle, what is the matter with
the real floater? !

The more he thought about it, the more chaotic, George Han had a splitting headache.

“Since you can’t think about it, don’t think about it. Anyway, after thinking about it, it’s
just a guess, isn’t it?”

“As I see it, this time the Bone Burning City will unlock all the secrets.”

“George Han Thousand, I have a very strong hunch that when we get to the city of
burning bones, a shocking secret will soon surface.”

George Han nodded, and more and more strange places pointed to that place. If there
was something driving George Han to go, then even he himself was extremely curious
now.

“By the way, since you can see that my senior sister is in divine light, is there any way
you can help her?” George Han asked.



The magic dragon smiled: “Isn’t this good? Once the red light in her body breaks out,
she will be involuntary. If you didn’t make her this time, next time, maybe you will make
it.””Do you think you are humorous?” George Han said boringly.

Tiamat reluctantly shook his head: “?. Say, this is SG, how can there be so easy can
answer, however, as long as she does not really fully pushed the body, it will not punish
the ban SG ‘ ‘

for her The person who does this is pretty good at playing, knowing that this girl likes
you, she will help when you are in danger, but if she helps, she will be bounced back by
the divine light.”

“However, she enters you .” The divine light is already very violent. I guess the divine
light restraint is very subtle. Once it is triggered too much, it is likely to become
unmanageable.”

“And at that time…”

George Han nodded, before indeed. I don’t know what happened to Senior Sister Qin
Shuang, but now with the magic dragon to solve the puzzle, George Han has already
made up his mind.

“I won’t let her use her real power anymore.”

“It’s the best.” The dragon nodded: “Okay, just get out of it, I’m going to rest.”

George Han cursed lowly after he got out , God Consciousness returned and slowly
opened his eyes.

Ye, very quietly, George Han got up slightly, opened the door, and was about to go out,
but saw Su Yan coming over with some food.

“I saw Senior Sister Qin Shuang just came out. I heard her say that you are okay, so I
have someone prepare some food for you.” Su Yan smiled.

George Han waved his hand gently: “No, I’ll be eating later, I have something to do.”

George Han was about to leave, but before leaving, he saw that Su Yan’s face was not
good, so he turned his head and smiled: ” By the way, what are you doing?”

Su Yan glanced at George Han awkwardly, and finally nodded: “Yes, is it convenient to
take a step to speak?”

“Very important.” Su Yan said anxiously, afraid that George Han would disagree.

George Han frowned slightly, Su Yan looked for herself, what is particularly important?
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